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Finally, a revolutionary method to discover your style type and edit your closet to project your most
confident personal!personality&#148; In the book, Visual Therapy founders Garza and Lupo walk readers
through the process of identifying their natural style (how their fashion &#147; popular for over ten years
with fashion editors and clients as well. Getting Factors Done meets What Not to Put on in this stylish
treatment for the common closet, based on the five-step process that has made Visible Therapy? aligns with
the picture they want to portray), after that assists them perform a &#147;love it or leave it&#148;getting
them to their clothing and out of our home looking and feeling such as a million bucks. study of their
wardrobe, eliminating the out-of-time, too-tight, too-loose mess, and reestablishing an authentic sense of
style&#151;
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Useful book A fairly useful book for individuals who wants to tidy up their closet a little bit and actually
ending up having more to wear. Personally, I got rid of fifty percent the things in my closet and for that
reason I have far more to wear and also I stopped buying impulsively and filling my closet with items I
never wear. I'll definitely be buying more books from the visual therapy crew. If they can shake up Julie
Morenstern's way of thinking about her wardrobe and how her favorite fashions work or don't work on her
behalf, they can help ANYONE edit their closet and help them to find their accurate and authentic self! I
applied the actions involved and am unquestionably thrilled with the outcomes.This book can help you
define your style, in the event that you already haven't and encourages you to eliminate all the clothing that
will not constitute your look "uniform". I gave apart about 200 items when I was completed and my
wardrobe has never been better! The step-by-step approach does not overwhelm the reader and maintains the
reader on track as they define their style, edit their own wardrobe, and learn how to look. My wardrobe is
currently organized and getting dressed well has become a breeze. For instance one's style could be Chic-
Classical, etc.2. Are certain to get you out of this wardrobe rut I've gone back this book at different times in
my life.. Put everything collectively - get out your camera and take pictures of outfits, build wardrobe
capsules, photograph them etc.5. Nurture the new you - guidelines on how to look after your wardrobe, how
to store clothes and such Basic with one bonus This is a useful book on the basics of wardrobe creation,
maintenance, and rotation, with one bonus idea that I found useful: deciding on a personality trait to describe
your look, and using that to check out potential purchases in addition to evaluate everything you already
own. Are you whimsical? Avant-garde?. There are five (the various other two are Chic and Bohemian) and
the definitions and descriptions for each, plus ideas for if you are partly one and partly another, were useful
and somewhat new to me. A suggested read by HELGA of "Transformations by Helga" from Laconia, NH, I
am forever grateful because of this suggestion by our local designer, fashion, and image consultant. can
really help you find your true style JESSE GARZA and JOE LUPO are two very essential guys to watch in
this field of style and style consulting! Some occasions we exactly like something, other occasions we can
not walk past a real discount. Define your styleFive different designs are shown in the
reserve:ClassicChicBohemianWhimsicalAvant-gardeThere is a style type quiz you may take to determine
which style do you fit in with. When I order "fresh" I'd like new!) The best part was defining my true style
so in the years ahead I will not make fashion mistakes EVER AGAIN. Nothing at all to Put on? This is the
most helpful and easy to use book on this subject I've ever found. It hardly ever fails. A must have for
anyone's personal library. Individually I did so not find any differences. I totally recommend it. Edit your
closet - discard everything that's not your "uniform"3. After borrowing this from the library twice (and
having it overdue both times) I decided I HAD to get my very own copy... I would recommend all three
Need brand-new clothes? And its own geered for anyone who would like to look their best regardless of
their lifestyle. or Common?..still We liked having a brand new new book to review my wardrobe changes.
Complete the gaps - create a backbone of your closet, the basics, and add the "frosting", products beyond the
fundamentals4.and life changes. Practical Help FINALLY! If you have ever opened your closet door and
stared at racks of clothing but found nothing at all to wear, this publication is for you personally! Joe Lupo,
an experienced style consultant who in addition has appeared many times on Oprah, gives a practical
instruction to finding your look, paring down your closet, and getting organized!The book presents you with
5 steps to improving your wardrobe:1. I recommend all three. Just what I needed. Wow! I examine this
publication cover to cover. It had been so easy to read and simple more than enough to remember the key
points. I just told some stylist close friends about any of it and they all wanted to buy it. You can belong to
more than one type.Mistake number one for some women is that we do not always adhere to our design
when shopping for clothes. Best Wardrobe Cleanup Publication I've Read! This is one of three books by
Jesse Garza and Joe Lupo that I share with friends. Either way, we end up buying issues that are not a part of
our "signature" look. I would suggest this book to whoever has a will to just work at looking good. Five



Stars Very helpful information to assist with finding your style with less "orphan" parts in your closet.there
are 2 covers for this book. Verify you closet. I am in the "picture" business for many years and this may be
the best book I've browse (studied) for wardrobe cleanup and completing the basics. We realize how to
proceed, but this guidebook helps us perform it! (Your mother never taught you how exactly to shop--this
reserve will teach you how to shop! We ordered a "new" unused version and got one that was used and all
the exercises filled out. Not happy. It's going back. Five Stars Must have book not bad very dated but not
awful if you are looking for appropriate office idea outfits suggestions this is the reserve for y=ou with
plenty of pics and a shopping list guideline of whaty ou should get
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